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Bulgarian Group

Bulgarian group's Expectations for Portugal meeting

 For the
Bulgarian participants this is the first music international project and
therefore everything is extremely important for us.

Yana, Sylvia and
Tony have been involved in European projects but related to schools and young
people, so this is a new start for them to participate in an adult music
project.

 We look forward to being able to draw on the
experience of all partners who have experience in international projects.

Most
importantly, we will meet new people from the project as well as from the local
Portuguese community.

It is very
interesting for everyone how we will make music together?  Whether 
the songs will be learn in the form of a "master class" or in
another form.

Conductors and
facilitators Eozheny Bedrosyan-Ivanova and Alexander Perperiev, who have not
participated in such an international music project, look forward to meet their
colleagues and sharing experiences that will benefit them, not only for the
choir "Preobrazhentsi", but also for other choirs. The great interest
for them is inclusive aspects of the choirs.

In Bulgaria it
is said "The who sings, evil does not think", so we are sure that in
Serta we will meet good and sunny people. Everything related to music, social
and cultural life will be interesting and very enriching for us.

One of the goals
is to improve the communication skills of working in music projects with the
adults.

Only Eozheny has
been in Portugal as a violinist at the Opera Burgas. Yana has studied
Portuguese but had no practice and had forgotten the language.

In Bulgaria, we
know Fado from the Portuguese singer Mariza, but we would love to visit some



Casa de Fado and hear an authentic performance.

Yana is
interested in dancing and will love to see Ranchos Folclóricos dances.

About the
journey - long and difficult because the distance is long, but everyone has
traveled and suggests that this is not a problem.

With regard to
food and Portuguese wine, we assume we will get good advice from Ricardo and
Paulo.

Diana and Tony,
as learners, are waiting new experiences in Portugal. They never went there and
want to see how people live in the most western part of Europe, as Burgas is in
the most eastern part of Europe.

Music:

The songs
presented by our partners are unknown for us. The songs are melodic and
suitable for the choir.

 We would include them in our repertoire if we
have to prepare a special international program, but they are not suitable for
dance.

The difficulty
in learning the songs comes from not knowing the language and the music.

 



Expectations

Italian Group

Romanian Group

Bulgarian Group

UK Group

Portuguese Group

Summary of expectations for the learning events in Portugal



Impact on Personal Development

The Blended Mobility made a lasting impression on all learners. Many of them described it as
“unforgettable” and “unique”, as they never had before the opportunity to share their passion for
singing with people from other countries, enjoying at the same time the opportunity to know other
cultures and traditions. For some of the participants the meeting was also a”first time”: first travel by
airplane, first experience abroad, first opportunity to get acquainted with foreign people,
contributing to making it something extremely intense and important for their lives.
Participants got a very good impression of each other and of all the people involved in the
educational events. Relationships got quickly quite relaxed and warm and the desire of communicate
contributed to overcome the language barrier. Most participants made friends with whom they are
still in touch, mostly through Facebook, Whatsapp or phone, because the forum facility provided by
the Moodle platform is deemed less accessible and immediate. People left with the impression that
they really got to know people, not only met them.
One important result achieved through the meeting, mentioned by several participants, was the
strengthening of individual and group self-esteem. People felt important, useful and valuable. Also,
the presence of older persons promoted awareness of the needs of this part of the population, and
especially their need to feel integral part and active of a group.
All participants reported improvement in foreign language communication skills and achievement of
a certain familiarity with culture, nature, food, music, traditions and history of the host country and
to lesser extent, of partner countries aș well.
From the musical point of view many learners complained that the time available for rehearsals was
too limited. In spite of that, the learning process was extremely effective and the songs were
satisfactorily learned and performed. Even the pronunciation obstacle was overcome quite easily. As
many learner stated, this was also helped by the preliminary work done on the platform, where songs
were presented, recorded, and explained in their musical features, origins and meaning.

 



Impact on Profesisonal Development

 All staff reported an impact on communication techniques. Language
related difficulties were huge, but they pushed them to make an
effort to simplify and reduce to the essence their own thoughts.

Also,
body language was important and they started to use it more than
usual.

Partners
learned several lessons from each other: for example, the Italians
noticed a strong sense of community in
the Serta choir, which definitely helps in enhancing the inclusive
potential of musical activities, and
this could
be used by the Italian staff to improve the conditions of elderly
people in resting homes by involving even
more relatives
and families. On the other hand, the Portuguese staff believes that
the examples provided by the Italians on
how to include people with different abilities can
be used to include more easily people with special
needs and mobility limitations.  

Romanian
share with the Portuguese
the practice of touring in the neighboring
villages so
that those who do not have access to the events organized by the
association in
the city can
have
the opportunity to actively
take
part.
The
inclusive needs are of
course
reflecting
the specific features of the different societies.
The Romanian society has its specificity (an aging population, which
has to cope with tasks that cannot be abandoned, the lack of the
middle generation that
went
to work abroad, a young generation with which it is often difficult
to communicate), but on the other hand, the



Romanian staff have
realized that they
can also turn their
attention to people with special needs, with mobility difficulties,
to
whom
they
can propose dedicated activities.  

Staff
of involved organization agree
that the
JSTE gave
the chance to practically learn about inclusion and learn
techniques that can e applied with adults and many
categories
of people with disabilities.

Most
musicians think that the
songs were very stimulating and interesting, although sometimes it is
difficult to cope with the pronunciation.
However, the pronunciation
guides that were upload to the site are very helpful. Apart from
that, the musical material
was not too difficult
and was chosen wisely, having in mind the skills of the people who
would sing it. Also, the repertoire
poses varied difficulties: some
songs
can
and
should be
developed and interpreted creatively, even if they are simple, such
as “Taglia taglia”, others
should be
interpreted respecting the score and the composer, as is the case of
“Canticorum”.

Most
of them were appreciated by the singers, more after the learning
events than in preliminary
phase, when the songs were studied in national groups only. Romanians
liked
the most “Here We Come A Wassailing”, because it is cheerful and
energetic and
because it can welcome anyone. Worth
mentioning is the fact that the Bulgarian song “Hubava
si moya goro”, that
features all the specific



characteristics of Eastern
European cultures, such as the
lyricism, the melodicity,
the words referring to the human connection with nature, was
highly appreciated by
all partners, as evidenced by the forum discussions and
the comments made during the meeting.

From
the technical point of view, the JSTE gave the opportunity to observe
different conductor’s styles and develop the ability to facilitate
a choir in a combination of different languages. Warm up techniques
were also exchanged, which is extremely useful and also for the
future work of the choirs.  

The
JSTE also gave the possibility to observe in action different
strategies of musical inclusion during the rehearsals that can be
reused in ordinary choir activity. Some communication strategies and
conducting methods were very effective in making everyone feel
comfortable and be able to perform at their best without be anxious
of making mistakes.

 For example, using a warm and reassuring voice, an open and keen eye,
a well chosen posture and open gestures, a smiling expression and an
explicit invitation to take everything lightly and without fear.

In
general, musicians were
very
impressed by the relaxed attitude of some of
them conductors,
and
the ease with which they conveyed
it to others.  

From
a strictly musical point of view, some
techniques are particularly worth mentioning:

 rhythmic pronunciation of word before using them with music
 explaining the meaning of what was being sung to better involve the
choir,
 importance of warming up, exercises and games ro improve the quality
of voice, create a group, relax, improve breathing, etc.
 necessity of assembling each piece without haste, teaching and
rehearsing single voices with patience and building harmony in
several steps
 arrange people according to their skills to maximize inclusion, e.g.
putting someone more selfconfident near someone more uncertain



The
arrangements were very simple and the
songs could be sung without
difficulty. The simplicity and the game character of learning
improved
the singers’
confidence
in themselves
and created
the possibility to
interpret the songs.
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Impact on Professional Development - Pedagogical and Musical
Methodologies

  All staff reported an impact on communication techniques. Language related difficulties were
huge, but they pushed them to make an effort to simplify and reduce to the essence their own
thoughts.

Also, body language was important and they started to use it more than usual. 

Partners learned several lessons from each other: for example, the Italians noticed a strong sense of
community in the Serta choir, which definitely helps in enhancing the inclusive potential of musical
activities, and this could be used by the Italian
staff to improve the conditions of elderly people in resting homes by involving even more relatives
and families. On the other hand, the Portuguese staff believes that the examples provided by the
Italians on how to include people with different abilities
can be used to include more easily people with special needs and mobility limitations. 

Romanian share with the Portuguese the practice of touring in the neighboring villages so that those
who do not have access to the events organized by the association in the city can have the
opportunity to actively take part. The inclusive needs are
of course reflecting the specific features of the different societies. The Romanian society has its
specificity (an aging population, which has to cope with tasks that cannot be abandoned, the lack of
the middle generation that went to work abroad,
a young generation with which it is often difficult to communicate), but on the other hand, the
Romanian staff have realized that they can also turn their attention to people with special needs, with
mobility difficulties, to whom they can propose
dedicated activities. 

Staff of involved organization agree that the JSTE gave the chance to practically learn about
inclusion and learn techniques that can e applied with adults and many categories of people with
disabilities.

Most musicians think that the songs were very stimulating and interesting, although sometimes it is
difficult to cope with the pronunciation. However, the pronunciation guides that were upload to the
site are very helpful. Apart from that, the musical
material was not too difficult and was chosen wisely, having in mind the skills of the people who
would sing it. Also, the repertoire poses varied difficulties: some songs can and should be developed
and interpreted creatively, even if they are simple,
such as “Taglia taglia”, others should be interpreted respecting the score and the composer, as is the
case of “Canticorum”. 

Most of them were appreciated by the singers, more after the learning events than in preliminary
phase, when the songs were studied in national groups only. Romanians liked the most “Here We
Come A Wassailing”, because it is cheerful and energetic and
because it can welcome anyone. Worth mentioning is the fact that the Bulgarian song “Hubava si
moya goro”, that features all the specific characteristics of Eastern European cultures, such as the



lyricism, the melodicity, the words referring to the
human connection with nature, was highly appreciated by all partners, as evidenced by the forum
discussions and the comments made during the meeting.

From the technical point of view, the JSTE gave the opportunity to observe different conductor’s
styles and develop the ability to facilitate a choir in a combination of different languages. Warm up
techniques were also exchanged, which is extremely useful
and also for the future work of the choirs. 

The JSTE also gave the possibility to observe in action different strategies of musical inclusion
during the rehearsals that can be reused in ordinary choir activity. Some communication strategies
and conducting methods were very effective in making everyone
feel comfortable and be able to perform at their best without be anxious of making mistakes.

For example, using a warm and reassuring voice, an open and keen eye, a well chosen posture and
open gestures, a smiling expression and an explicit invitation to take everything lightly and without
fear.

In general, musicians were very impressed by the relaxed attitude of some of them conductors, and
the ease with which they conveyed it to others. 

From a strictly musical point of view, some techniques are particularly worth mentioning:

  rhythmic pronunciation of word before using them with music
  explaining the meaning of what was being sung to better involve the choir,

  importance of warming up, exercises and games ro improve the quality of voice, create a
group, relax, improve breathing, etc.
  necessity of assembling each piece without haste, teaching and rehearsing single voices with
patience and building harmony in several steps
  arrange people according to their skills to maximize inclusion, e.g. putting someone more
selfconfident near someone more uncertain

The arrangements were very simple and the songs could be sung without difficulty. The simplicity
and the game character of learning improved the singers’ confidence in themselves and created the
possibility to interpret the songs.

 



Italian Group

Expectation of the Italian participants for the event that will take place in Portugal

Staff

Staff
expects an entertaining journey. Simone and Ilaria already traveled for
European projects meetings and events and their experience was always
rewarding. For Antonio this is the first time. All of them like the
idea of traveling not as tourists but as education professionals in
activities that entail close contact with local people. This
should allow for a deeper knowledge of the local culture, including
food. This should be helped by the fact that we are going not to a
big city but to a smaller place, probably more authentic.

They
expect to meet nice people who love to sing and are willing to share
their experience. Usually those who sing are “sunny” because
singing makes merrier and happier (usually).

For
the musicians making music together will be particularly interesting
for the opportunity to share inclusive approaches, techniques,
especially warm out ones, to learn new songs. They hope to have lot
of time to make music together because otherwise the relationships
between participants, that are important to make good music and enjoy
it, could not be established. And there would not be enough time to
properly learn from each other.  

They
expect to see how songs are taught, how musicians and facilitators
work in facilities for the elderly, how conductors work. Visiting
places where old persons spend time together (nursing homes, daily
centers, etc.) would be nice.

Taking
part in joint rehearsals and attending concerts of local choirs is
expected to be particularly educational.

Other
expected activities: enjoy good food and to have time to make
friends.

Musicians
and facilitators do not possess a prior knowledge of Portuguese
music, apart from a few fados and songs from popular singers.  



Learners

Both
Gianna and Fernando are very curious about Portugal. They never went
there. Fernando saw some documentaries about it and imagines a quiet
place with a “slow” way of living. Both expect a pleasant
experience.

Both
learners like to experience local food when they travel. They like to
taste new things especially – adds Fernando – if they know what’s
inside.

They
also expect to meet nice people who share with them their love for
music. Gianna, besides music, loves dancing, especially popular
dances, and would be very happy to see and maybe learn some
traditional popular Portuguese dances.

They
believe that making music together with new people from all around
Europe will be not too difficult, because music is always beautiful
and there are no borders between people who like it.

None
of them knows Portuguese songs, but then they say to know Amalia
Rodrigues

Fernando
would like to devote some time to going around a bit and see places
and interesting things. He would also get in touch with traditions
and discover how people there thinks and live, as he expects that
their culture is different form ours.

So, if this is possible, it would be nice to

have some information about food for
fernando

have some dancing opportunity for gianna

organize a (very short) excursion

visit places where old persons spend time together making music or
doing other things

have lot of time to make music together and learn from each other



REMARKS ON EXPECTATIONS

As the departure to Serta date approaches, Fernando and GIanna get more and more impatient to
visit the town and meet the other participants  in person. They think that the other choirs are very
good and well prepared and that we can learn a lot from them. At the same time they think that our
choir can contribute with its inclusive value, its ability to welcome anybody who wants to share its
love for music and his friendship; people with many and diverse difficulties who, thanks to singing
together, regain important and meaningful social relationships.

 



Portuguese Group

The Portuguese group hopes to learn a lot from sharing experiences with colleagues from other
countries. Given the enormous personal and professional experience of the staff and the learners
who will be in Portugal, the possibility of developing humanistic and pedagogical skills is
highlighted. The group believes that visitors have another artistic preparation that Grupo Coral do
Sertanense does not.

Showing a little of Portuguese culture has to include a moment of fado music. Since there will be a
Solidarity Dinner with fado on the date of the meeting, organized by local voluntary associations, it
was suggested that visitors to the ICC Project participate in this dinner. 

Expectations were also discussed regarding the study visit to one of the places that received the
“"Touring Cycle of Concerts in Sertã Villages” - Varzea dos Cavaleiros at 31st January. It was
considered interesting that that visit could include a contact with a retirement home and some
intergenerational activity.

The Portuguese know how to receive visitors very well, so the group believes that the meeting will be
a success. The gastronomic delicacies of the region and the country and the culinary skills of some of
the choir elements were refered. The volunteer work carried out by some of the members of the
Grupo Coral do Sertanense in the local community was also highlighted.

 

We stood
out:

- the
observation of good inclusion practices for learning ways to use them

- an opportunity to get to know different musical genres

- the opportunity to hear and sing in languages very
different from ours

- know the stimulus that led choristers to attend a choir

- appreciate the link between the choristers and the element
that directs them

 



Reflective Practice and Evaluation

 Feedback of the Sertã (Portugal) JSTE from both Practitioners and
Participants.

This is a summary of the evaluation report written for the Sertã JSTE/BM. The complete document
can be found in the file repository.

Through this, although
we were focusing on the event itself, the feedback gives us an
indication of how well
the project will be received by all those taking part.

Each
County group (Practitioners AND Participants) were asked six
questions about the event:

What
have been the strengths of this JSTE?
What
have been the weaknesses of this JSTE?
Was the
Agenda fit for purpose:?
How is
your group feeling about the ICC project?
Was the
JSTE comfortable and enjoyable to attend?
Do we
feel the project is of good quality?

What
have been the strengths of this JSTE?

The
feedback was very positive about the programme: it balanced an
introduction to the concept
of ‘inclusion’; demonstration of the work of the host choir; an
understanding of the Municipality
of Serta; Portuguese music and food; allowing for exchange of ideas
between choir
leaders.

‘Good
communication between the parties involved in the project’

What
have been the weaknesses of this JSTE?



The
only feedback about this was that there was not enough time devoted
to singing and discussing
repertoire.

Was the
Agenda fit for purpose?

The
balance of the programme was welcomed by everyone, with the proviso
that there was not
enough singing each day.

One
group felt that timings were not always adhered to and when the
programme was altered
from the printed one they felt they should have been informed in more
detail.

‘Intense
and varied’

How is
your group feeling about the ICC project?

All
group reported that they were feeling very positive about the ICC
project. It is valuable for the
Practitioners to improve their practice and to make their choirs more
inclusive to a range
of socially and musically excluded people. For participants they
enjoyed the experience
of visiting and getting to know a choirs in different countries.

‘We
can’t wait to share our experience with other participants back in
our home group’

Was the
JSTE comfortable and enjoyable to attend?

The
feedback here was most positive. The venue for the meetings was very
good, the restaurants
chosen for the meals were of good quality, and the cultural events
were most welcome
e.g. The Fado and Cavaquino performances

The
attendance by most of the local choir each day was commented on and



contributed to the
visitors feeling welcome and cared for.

‘Despite
the distance, we found that the borders between our countries don’t
really exist’

 



Romanian Group

Romanian group's Expectations for Portugal meeting 

Staff

Doina, Razvan and Bogdan were involved before in European
projects, but they haven’t been staff members, so this is a good experience for
them to contribute at a project from this perspective, as well as to help
learners in reaching their goals.

Alina is a mucician, the conductor of our choir and she was
never involved in European projects, so this will be her first experience. One
of her goals is to improve the communications skills within music, with older
people. Professionally, she wants to focus on inclusive aspects of the choral
activity. Also, she is willing to share her experience as a musician and as a
teacher, to all partners from this project, including formal or informal
methods of teaching and techniques.

We are interested in Portuguese culture and civilisation, we
also want to discover more about the language, which sounds very similar to our
Romanian language.

We also wish to find out more about the inspiration sources
and the musical origin of the portuguese popular songs and it’s
particularities, as well as the traditional instruments, if there are any.

Other main points of interest are:

-          the apects of intergenerational relationships and ways
of transmitting traditions to the younger generations;

-          costumes and folk dances, customs related to the
agricultural calendar;

-          The integration of Romanian people in Portugal’s social
life, or if there are any Romanian workers in the area we are visiting.

 

 

Learners

Daniela Prohozescu and Daniela Niculescu

They want to learn about the way the people are aproached



within the choir and how they are involved in the choir activities.

-          Also, what are the ways of interacting with people in
need.

-          The project’s influence over elderly people

-          The terapeutic effects of music over them

-          Knowing new people, to interact with them within the
project, as well as after the project is completed.

-          Learning about the street music, and the way that
population reacts to it

-          Learning about Portugal’s architecture, history and
ancient art.



Summary of expectations for the learning events in Portugal

Staff members expect to work on technical issues, both musical and
relational. Prevalent topics are: 

- see how other condictors work, how songs are
taught, expand
knowledge of harmony writing through contact with different musicians
from other cultures, compare own musical competences and kknowledge
with that of persons who have another artistic preparation, improve
knowledge of how language works on the ear;

- sharing inclusive approaches, inclusive aspects of
the choirs, how to promote inclusion and how to integrate musical
progression with open access inclusivity;

Some groups show a particular interest inseeing how
the Portuguese musicians and facilitators work with very adult
people, including those living in dedicated facilities. Also
interesting are the
aspects
of intergenerational relationships and ways of transmitting
traditions to the younger generations. The
Portuguese staff would try to shed some light on the topic in the
study
visit to one of the places that received the "Touring Cycle of
Concerts in Sertã Villages”, which
would include a
contact with a retirement home and some intergenerational activity.

Worth
mentioning is also the interest shown by visitors in general aspects
of Portuguese culture: discover more about the Portuguese language,
find
out more about the inspiration sources and the musical origin of the
portuguese popular songs and
traditional
instruments, costumes
and folk dances, customs related to the agricultural calendar. The
host organization would be glad to offer opportunities to learn about
Portugal and its culture.  

Topics such as Learning about management in
international projects in adult music, integration of Romanian people
in Portugal’s social life. Testing the evaluation plan and
materials and the possibility of developing humanistic and
pedagogical skills is highlighted were also menitoned.



 Learners expect to meet nice people who share love for music, to
interact with them within the project, as well as after the project
is completed. The experience of spending time getting to know each
other, sharing songs, food, and drinks looks very appealing to
everyone. It also appears that interest for Portuguese culture,
including food, is quite prevalent. The idea of singing in foreign
languages with people coming form other countries doesn’t look
scaring.



The Music

Impressions on the songs, before the meeting

 Most learners think that the songs are more or less beautiful and
interesting. Many of them are afraid that learning to sing in
“strange” languages will be difficult, although they are
confident that with due patience they will succeed. The songs seem
not too complex from the musical point of view (rhythm, dynamics,
voice extension), and are very suitable for choirs.  

The
Italian song is considered lyrical and, as some learner noted, “it’s
roots can be guessed within the Italian people’s history and the
struggle of this people to work on the field and provide food for
families and children.” For people coming from Portugal and Romania
the language barrier is lower.

The
same stands for the British song, as many participants know at least
a little English. The song, however, sounds quite different from the
others, and seems less appealing to some of the older participants,
maybe because of the relatively fast rhythm. On the other hand it is
very engaging, easy to sing and it encourages bystanders to join the
choir.

The
Romanian songs is a favorite to Italian people, who found it very
merry and catchy, with a rhythm that invites to dancing and reminds
of the Italian “liscio” (smooth dance).

Most participants judged the
Bulgarian song is very beautiful and very suitable for listening,
more than for dancing. It is relaxing and seems easy to sing,
although language is a serious barrier.

Not
surprisingly it was felt quite close to Romanian culture.

Portuguese
songs were very appreciated for their melodic nature, especially
appealing in the faster and more rhythmical parts, although the
arrangement was considered by some of the learners a bit complicated
“at a certain point I couldn’t follow the melody anymore”,
commented one Italian learner.



 



UK

Expectations of UK Group.

For the learners there are expectations of meeting other learners from partner countries, and
enjoying spending time getting to know each other, sharing songs, food, and drinks. They are
interested to get to know Serta, and experience Portuguese supermarkets! They have been told by
manager Marilyn that the food is wonderful. Peter will be looking for a special gift for his wife as he
is missing their wedding anniversary!!

It will be exciting to blend all the voices from the different countries and song traditions.

Louise is looking forward to voicing other languages expressively with the music of the tune, feeling
confident enough to share with others singers back home in UK.

Peter is interested to observe the different teaching methods used to promote inclusivity.

Hugh:

Music Leader Paul 

Wren Music Manager Marilyn is looking to see how others promote inclusion and how they integrate
musical progression with open access inclusivity. Marilyn is the project evaluator and she is anxious
to test her evaluation plan and materials at this JSTE.



UK Group

Expectations of UK Group.

For the learners there are expectations of meeting other learners from partner countries, and
enjoying spending time getting to know each other, sharing songs, food, and drinks. They are
interested to get to know Serta, and experience Portuguese supermarkets! They have been told by
manager Marilyn that the food is wonderful. Peter will be looking for a special gift for his wife as he
is missing their wedding anniversary!!

It will be exciting to blend all the voices from the different countries and song traditions.

Louise is looking forward to voicing other languages expressively with the music of the tune, feeling
confident enough to share with others singers back home in UK.

Peter is interested to observe the different teaching methods used to promote inclusivity.

Hugh is looking forward to experiencing the different national singing styles, comparing and
contrasting.

Music Leader Paul wants to meet and work with interesting colleagues, to expand his knowledge of
harmony writing through contact with different musicians from other cultures. he also wants to
improve his knowledge of how language works on the ear.

Wren Music Manager Marilyn is looking to see how others promote inclusion and how they integrate
musical progression with open access inclusivity. Marilyn is the project evaluator and she is anxious
to test her evaluation plan and materials at this JSTE.
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